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Everything I do, I aim to win BIGEvan MarshallI'm the loud-mouthed, no-nonsense wide receiver

who got my team over the SEC championships hump. Yeah, I also have an attitude and can get

kinky in the bedroom. Women love it, and those who don't can use the door.Right after winning at

the bowl games and taking a break for Christmas holidays, the shit hit the fan. I ended up with a

career-threatening injury seven weeks before the national combine. I was screwed.Then I find out

the athletic therapist they assigned to my recovery is a chick.For my grade two groin tendon

injury.Well f*ck me.After a beat, I took on Samantha Woodward for the challenge that she was.A

sexy, feisty, athletic therapist...and a virgin.Challenge accepted. Let the games begin.Samantha

WoodwardEvery aspect of my final semester at college was lined up perfectly. I was just assigned

to the college baseball team as the lead student athletic trainer and therapist, and hoped to work

with an MLB team upon graduating.It was perfect.Until it wasn't.Out of left field, I got dealt the

shittiest hand from a cursed deck of cards. My assignment was stripped from me and I was left with

Evan Marshall.Six weeks to get him off the injured list and performing as though it never

happened.Six weeks with an opinionated, arrogant, self-centered, smoldering hot, irresistible

jock.Six weeks working on his groin injury...and I'm a virgin.Kill me now.*Author's note. Win Big is a

full-length, standalone sports romance story with a HEA ending and no cliffhanger. This story is light

on football and heavy on steamy romance.
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I want to give this book 5 stars so bad but I can't. It was extremely awesome until about 80-85% in.

Then it just felt like the author was in a rush to get the ending done. Ugh!!! No! This had so so much

potential to be amazing. Yes, it had a HEA ending, but way to fast ending. ðŸ˜¢

I'm not a big fan of sports romances, but Bella has done a really great job! From the start, I began to

know and understand the main characters. Bella was very skillful in developing an engaging

storyline. It kept me involved from beginning to end. I will say, though that the ending was very

abrupt! It went from a we-need-to-talk text to the epilogue 20 months later with nothing in between.

I'm not sure how that happened... One aspect of the story that really stood out for me was that many

of the characters had some areas of their life where they had little control. Sam was at the mercy of

the head of her department and her stalker ex. Evan struggled with his reputation and strong need

to focus on healing from his injury and succeeding in his long desired goal. It seemed that many of

the players were struggling with their changing feelings of arrogant players to devoted partners.

Even "Pat" was controlled by his family ties. This is proving to be a great series! Who's next?

Evan is the school's prize when it comes to football and he lives up to his name: jerk, I meant jock.

However everything comes crashing down when he gets a groin injury in practice and must depend

in his therapist to help him.Samantha is a therapist in training, who hates football, but love sports.

However, now she has been assigned to help Evan get better in time for the selection process.The

story started a bit rough to me but as it progresses it became a good storyline. The background of

the main characters was great in giving an intensity to the story and even revealed that the facade

people show to the world may not be their true self.Great story Bella.

I was so disappointed in this book. It was almost exactly like a book read last. Cocky Arrogant

Football player comes on to his Physical therapist and she try's to stop but, cannot resist him. Roll

Eyes Here..What bothers me the most is that these Women are pretty much Vocally sexually

harassed By these players and they are never called out for it. The girl ends up falling for him. As a

women I just don't like it. Than take Samantha's BFF who at first warns her about Evan and his

sexual conquest, later tells her that she should sleep with him to take care of her Virginity. Again



Roll Eyes Here..

Loved the characters Evan and Samantha. He a cocky manwhore and football player and she was

studying to be a sports therapist. She disliked football and didn't want to help with his therapy after

he was injured in a practice session. But she was forced to by her boss to assist in his recovery.

Dislike of each other soon faded and they worked toward the goal of getting him well for the NFL

draft! Again, great read!

One click now you will not be sorry you did. This was a great romance/sports read. Although there

were some grammatical errors, it was still a good book. I hope Mo and Kristy are next,

please!Definitely keep the stories in this series coming.

Great story told from Sam and Even's POV. The author did a wonderful job explaining the story for

each perspective and really stayed true to the characters. This story kept me entertained and

wanting more. Finished it in one day and wanted to keep reading more from this author.

Loved it! I couldn't put it down. Something about sports, Bad boy romance is so erotic and exciting.

To begin with, Evan just uses college girls for his kinky satisfaction, just to be a man whose. He's a

college football player to be drafted for the NFL. He gets an injury while practicing and has to have

therapy. That's when he meet Samantha. She hates football players and the game. She was just

chosen to head the baseball team therapy assistant which she worked hard to get but her boss

gave her no choice but to help Evan as his therapist. Sparks fly and Samantha being a virgin, starts

having sexual fantasies of being with Evan, knowing the type of person he is. They start having

strong feelings for each other and sexual tension starts to fly, every time they get close to each

other. Does Samantha therapy exercises get Evan off the injured list in time for the NFL pick and

does She choose Evan to be her first? You'll have to read the book. You won't be disappointed.
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